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Wing Chun Kuen - is the most famous and dynamic style of Wushu in the world. Its

distinguishing features are simplicity and economy of movements, softness and flexibility, as

well as the effectiveness of protection and power of attacks. The main purpose of this direction

of Chinese martial arts is the fastest achievement of victory in battle with the minimum efforts

and energy. Over the long history of Wing Chun, the original style was divided into several

large branches. It should be noted that at the similarity of the principles that were put to the

basis of the style, technique and forms of different versions of Wing Chun Kuen, there are very

big differences. This book, proposed to the attention of the readers is devoted to the overview

of Wing Chun Kuen technique, transmitted to us by the great master Yip Man. Contents:

Introduction - Chapter 1. Origin and Development of Wing Chun Kuen - Chapter 2. The theory

of Wing Chun - Chapter 3. Stances and movements - Chapter 4. Stroke technique - Chapter 5.

Defense technique - Chapter 6. Throws and grabs - Chapter 7. Training combinations - Chapter

8. Methods of attack - Chapter 9. Methods of defense and counterattack - Chapter 10. Sticky

hands - Chi Sau - Chapter 11. Special exercises - Lop Sau - Fon Sau - Chapter 12. Forms - Siu

Lim Tao - Martial combinations - Chum Kiu - Martial combinations - Biu Jee - Martial

combination s- Chapter 13. Training at the wooden dummy - Conclusion

Praise for The Color of the Sky is the Shape of the HeartA Ms. Magazine Most Anticipated

Book of 2022A Kirkus Reviews Anticipated YA Book of 2022“The translated version of Chesil’s

debut novel, which was originally published in Japanese, draws from her own childhood . . . the

novel unpacks the complexities around nationalism, prejudice, and identity.” —Time“A bracing

look inside the mind of a Zainichi teenager to challenge readers with a deeply traumatized

consciousness and the pain and liberation that comes in processing that trauma . . . The Color

of the Sky is living proof of literature's importance. It can open the mind of readers to the lives

of others, and provide the silenced the courage to speak up.”—The Japan Times“The beauty of

Chesil’s storytelling and Takami Nieda’s stellar translation is its revelation of inner acceptance

and belief.” —Asia Media International“A literary triumph that's both outstanding storytelling

and searing societal commentary . . . Jinhee's attempts to reclaim some semblance of justice

and autonomy sets in motion her international odyssey . . . The specific and universal quests to

belong echo back to Chesil's original title, Jini no pazuru (Jini's Puzzle), searching for all the

ways to fit the pieces together and finally make herself whole.”—Shelf-Awareness, Starred

Review“Enigmatic and powerful . . . Compact chapters set a brisk pace, punctuated by family

letters from North Korea and a scene in the format of a play that flesh out a collective history

and entrenched prejudice against Koreans in Japan . . . This complex, layered story, originally

published in Japanese, reaches a cathartic conclusion once Ginny resolves to catch the

proverbial sky as it falls, thereby forgiving herself and claiming her agency.” —Kirkus Reviews“A

vital and vastly under-represented perspective beautifully rendered by writer and translator.” —

Rebekah S., Boogie Down Books (Bronx, NY)“Spare prose, fragmented voices, and vivid

descriptions come together to carry the story of a young woman caught between cultures. She

vibrates with anger, sorrow, rebellion, and need. The need to be seen, to be heard, and to find

a way to be just in an unjust world. A challenging read well worth reading and pondering and

reading again.” —Jan Blodgett, Main Street Books (Davidson, NC)Praise for ChesilWinner of

the Gunzo Prize for New WritersRecipient of the Oda Sakunosuke AwardShortlisted for the



Akutagawa Prize“Most novels are born from an illusory sense of security that a monolingual

and monoethnic Japan exists. This novel is fraught with a tension that only those who live with

the threat of violence can know.”—Yoko Tawada, author of The Emissary, Winner of the

National Book Award for Translated LiteratureAbout the AuthorChesil is a third-generation

Korean born in Japan. She attended film school to study acting until she discovered a new

passion for writing. She decided to mark the end of her twenties by writing a novel inspired by

events during her childhood. That novel became her debut book. In 2016, she received the

Gunzo New Writer's Prize and was nominated for the Akutagawa Prize. In 2017, she won the

Oda Sakunosuke Prize as well as the Ministry of Education's Fine Art Award for a Debut

Work.Takami Nieda has translated more than ten works from Japanese into English and has

received numerous grants in support of her translations, including the PEN/Heim Translation

Fund for the translation of Kazuki Kaneshiro's GO. She teaches writing and translation at

Seattle Central College in Washington State. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable

edition of this title.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Not ThereThat day

was no different than any other. High school was as cruel as ever. In biology the invisible boy

in class, John, burst into tears and hid under the lab table again. He fell over on his back and

cried like a baby, slapping his hands on the floor. This had happened before. John was known

to have tantrums. He was way more sensitive than the average kid. Maybe seeing the

anatomical diagram of a rabbit in the textbook had upset him. Maybe it was just that John was

the most gentlehearted boy in the world. High school really was a cruel place. Actually, it

wasn’t school but the whole world, and like the world, class went on without pause, as if John

didn’t exist. He was bawling his lungs out, yet no one seemed to hear him. None of the

students at the school were all that studious, but at that moment, their noses were buried in the

textbooks, their necks contorted into impossible angles. It was a strange sight, since it was

obvious they weren’t the least bit interested in reading what was written in those books. I

must’ve slept funny and this is how I woke up, said the expressions on their faces—on every

face in the classroom. Everyone in school knew John was like this, and yet some kids still

sat at the same table as him. It was only when John burst out crying that they noticed. Oh, so

there you are. They’d been sitting together before class started, but now they acted like he’d

teleported out of nowhere or something. The kids looked at John with disgust, as if he had a

highly infectious disease. Their eyes—every one of them—seemed to say, Touch him, and your

finger will swell up and itch and wreck your whole day. None of the kids bothered to move to

another table though. Whether they moved or not, it was all the same anyway. The classroom

was already infected. It was strange. Although there were, at most, twenty kids in the class,

sometimes even I didn’t notice John was there until he started crying. When he wasn’t crying,

John was the best in the world—no, in the universe—at making himself disappear. In a game

of hide-and-seek, not only would he win every time, everyone would probably go home,

forgetting that John was still hiding somewhere. It was hard to believe anyone would notice,

even the next day. In the year and a half since I transferred to the school, I’d never seen

John anywhere except in the classroom, nor had I seen him enter a classroom. By the time I

noticed, he was somehow already there, casting a faint shadow. Only the teacher bothered a

second glance. It would’ve been odd not to for all the racket he was making. Still, some

students didn’t bother to look at John even once. The boys especially. Maybe they feared

catching the disease by looking at him. Anyway, the teacher shot several looks at John. I

happened to catch a glimpse of her face and felt absolutely horrible. Her eyes squinted as if

they’d found a pesky tick living in the sheets. Then, as if to say, I’m glad you’re not my son, she

turned her back and carried on as if John wasn’t there. And so, class went on as usual. John



cried louder. The world let out a hard laugh. John cried louder still. On the other side of the

country, President Bush was sending troops into Iraq. On and on John went. At the same time,

my idol, Michael Jackson, was arrested on child molestation charges. John let out a wail,

smacking his hands on the floor as if to split it open. Still, the dung beetle went on rolling turds

into balls. Yep, this world was too beautiful for words. John thrashed and stamped, sending

tremors across the floor like he was determined to put a crack in the earth. Ten minutes passed

and, before he could achieve the epic feat, he stopped. Then, as if he’d wiped away the

memory of being ignored, he began thumbing through the pages of the textbook. He stared at

the diagram of the dissected rabbit. But he was done crying. I felt sorry for him. Looking

away, I stared at the clock and prayed for time to pass quickly. ShoesI sat on the floor of the

open-air hallway where the student lockers stood. Even at a slow pace, it took less than two

minutes to walk the hall from one end to the other. I slipped on my headphones—they were

barely held together with duct tape—and put on Radiohead’s second album, The Bends.Then I

went about my daily routine of watching shoes pass before me. Back and forth. Back and

forth. There was a strong smell of rain, perhaps because I was sitting near the courtyard.

The damp, gloomy scent smelled like honey to me. The bottoms of people’s shoes were wet,

and the floor had become slick. But that, too, was normal. It was only between June and

August that Oregon didn’t see rain. Apart from those summer months, it rained almost every

day. I’d assumed the number of suicides in this state was especially high until I learned that it

was even higher in Washington just up north. I always planted myself on the floor anyway,

paying no attention to how wet or grimy I got. Although it wasn’t rural enough to call it that,

the high school was surrounded by enough green woods that it could hardly be considered a

city school. If you rode the bus twenty minutes from the stop down the road, you would end up

downtown with buildings and some brand name stores. But judging by the squirrels living in the

trees by the school parking lot, you could hardly call the place a city—at least, not compared to

where I came from. Shopping options in town were limited, then limited even more by your

musical preferences: hip-hop heads went looking for Adidas and Sean John, the skate punks

went to Hot Topic, and so on. The only stores teenagers living off their parents’ allowance could

afford to go were the fast-fashion stores inside the mall or the indie shops always a heartbeat

away from permanently shuttering their doors. But you know what was weird? In a school of

two hundred students, no two kids ever wore the same shoes. Believe me, I know. Everyone

was always wearing different pairs. Which was why, even as I sat in front of my locker staring at

shoes every morning, by the next day I forgot which shoes belonged to whom. Not surprising,

considering I could count on one hand the number of kids who knew me by name and talked to

me. As I gazed at the shoes coming and going before me, a wood chip came flying at me

from a distance. It skittered among the feet of students hurrying to their next class, trying to

escape from being stomped on. Sadly, the struggle lasted only a few seconds, as the chip was

crushed to smithereens by a black, studded boot. Seeing this made me terribly sad. My eyes

chased after the boot bottom for a glimpse of a splintered corpse, but it disappeared from

view. Watching shoes go by day after day as I did, I learned that there was a certain style to

the way they became dirty or worn. There was a difference between stylishly dirty and just

plain dirty. If you examined the dirt on someone’s shoes and the wearer’s walk, you might get a

sense of who that person was. The walk of someone wearing shoes that were just plain dirty,

for instance, had no rhythm. He walked a bit adrift, his steps unsure, probably too conscious of

his surroundings. The dirt on his shoes didn’t get there by some purposeful action, but simply

found itself there over the course of the wearer trying not to get in the way of others, careful not

to get into any trouble. Someone with a stylishly dirty pair of shoes, on the other hand, planted



one foot firmly in front of the other, heel first, all rhythm and confidence. The dirt looked like it

had gotten there purposefully, not from exercise or from mere strolling, hinting at a fascinating

story hidden beneath. When you saw a pair of dirty shoes, you either said, “You got some dirt

on your shoes,” or you asked, “How did you get them dirty?”—that was the simple difference.

I hardly knew anyone at the small school. And though I made a pastime of making fun of other

people’s shoes, I thought I was making a statement by writing “No Fun”—the title of the last

song the Sex Pistols ever performed—on one side of my Converse in black marker. On the

other side was a drawing of a picture book character, making my shoes the most worthless pair

in the entire school. They weren’t so much dirty as discolored. No one wearing shoes like

these was likely to have much of a story. However you looked at them, they were nothing more

than a ratty old pair of sneakers past their best-by date. --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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TraditionalWing ChunThe branch of great master Yip ManbyIgor DudukchanWing Chun Kuen -

is the most famous and dynamic style of Wushu in the world. Its distinguishing features are

simplicity and economy of movements, softness and flexibility, as well as the effectiveness of

protection and power of attacks. The main purpose of this direction of Chinese martial arts is

the fastest achievement of victory in battle with the minimum efforts and energy.Over the long

history of Wing Chun, the original style was divided into several large branches. It should be

noted that at the similarity of the principles that were put to the basis of the style, technique

and forms of different versions of Wing Chun Kuen, there are very big differences.This book,

proposed to the attention of the readers is devoted to the overview of Wing Chun Kuen

technique, transmitted to us by the great master Yip Man.© 2015 Dudukchan I.M.All Rights

reserved.Author: Igor DudukchanPublisher: FOP Dudukchan I.M. Translator: Marina

KondratenkoThis eBook, together with all its parts, is protected by copyright and should not be

copied, sold ortransmitted without the expressed consent of the

author.CONTENTS:IntroductionChapter 1Origin and Development of Wing Chun KuenChapter

2The theory of Wing ChunChapter 3Stances and movementsChapter 4Strikes

techniqueChapter 5Defense techniqueChapter 6Throws and grabsChapter 7Training

combinationsChapter 8Methods of attackChapter 9Methods of defense and

counterattackChapter 10Sticky hands - Chi SauChapter 11Special exercisesLop SauFon

SauChapter 12FormsSiu Lim TaoMartial combinationsChum KiuMartial combinationsBiu

JeeMartial combinationsChapter 13Training at the wooden

dummyConclusionIntroductionWing Chun Kuen - is the most famous and dynamic style of

Wushu in the world. Its distinguishing features are simplicity and economy of movements,

softness and flexibility, as well as the effectiveness of protection and power of attacks. The

main purpose of this direction of Chinese martial arts is the fastest achievement of victory in

battle with the minimum efforts and energy.Over the long history of Wing Chun, the original

style was divided into several large branches. It should be noted that at the similarity of the

principles that were put to the basis of the style, technique and forms of different versions of

Wing Chun Kuen, there are very big differences. Originally the writer studied the Vietnam

branch of Wing Chun. Because of the desire to expand his horizons, he it began to gather and

organize the information about other areas of this great martial art. Then there was a desire to

share knowledge with all who were interested in the martial arts. As it turned out, the collected

information was sufficient to prepare for the publication several books with a review of the

technique of several directions of Wing Chun: Yip Man, Chan Wah-Shun (Chan Yiu Min),

Vietnamese Wing Chun - Vinhxuan and others.The book, proposed to the attention of the

readers is devoted to the overview of Wing Chun Kuen technique, transmitted to us by the

great master Yip Man.The book contains many pictures detailing the features of the technique

of the style and will be useful to all the students of the martial arts.Chapter 1Origin and

Development ofWing Chun KuenThe Wing Chun - it is a traditional style of the Chinese Kung

Fu. The Wing Chun is very popular in the whole world thanks to its high efficiency application

techniques.There are several theories about the origin of the style.Theory 1The Wing Chun

was developed by a South-Shaolin monk whose name was Zhi Shan (Jee Shim). First, he

taught monks the technique of the style Zhi Shan, after that, he began teaching all the willing

residents of villages situated nearby .Theory 2The Martial Arts School of Wing Chun was

created by five masters of the Southern Shaolin. They reformed the technique of the old

monastic style of the unarmed combat. This work was carried out in the “Praise of Spring



Hall” (Wing Chun Tan), in the honor of this hall the new style of kung fu had been

named.Theory 3Wing Chun was developed by a woman whose name was Yim Wing Chun, the

daughter of the south-shaolin novice Yan Si. It’s system is based on the teachings of her father,

who was a great master of the martial arts, and the teachings of nun Ng Mai, who taught the

style of a crane and a snake.Theory 4The modern Wing Chun Kung Fu – is a simplified style of

Fujan Yung Chun Bai he quan (White Crane of the Yung Chun Village). It has become popular

thanks to the efforts of actors of the Cantonese Opera “The Red junk.”According to one of the

legends Yim Wing Chun married Leun Bok Chou, was the resident of Canton and moved to his

place to live. Leun Bok Chou was proficient in Kung Fu and praised the martial techniques,

which his wife was good at. Yim Wing Chun and Leun Bok Chou began to practice and to

develop their family martial art.One of the few students Leun Bok Chou was Leung Lan Kwai.

Leung Lan Kwai had six students: Leung Yee Tai, Wong Wabo, Dai Famin, Lo Wanguan, Siu

Fook and Gao Laochzhun. Most of them were actors of the Cantonese Opera.The advantage

of the tour of the actor group in the South of China was that the Wing Chun style became

popular in Foshan, Guangzhou, Shunde, Gaohe and in many other cities.During this period the

Wing Chun style divided to the Foshan and the Canton schools.Wong Wabo and Leung Yee

Tai left the Chinese Opera and moved to the Foshan city. They taught the Wing Chun style to

the resident of the Foshan city, whose name was Leung Jan. Leung Jan was a famous doctor

and chemist. Having mastered the Wing Chun Kung Fu technique, Leung Jan became famous

as a great fighter. He became known as a Wing Chun King. Leung Jan taught his sons, Leung

Bik and Leung Chun. One more student was Chan Wah Shun. Chan Wah Shun was a very

strong man and was famous as a very dangerous fighter.After Leung Jan and his sons moved

out of town, Chan Wah Shun became the most authoritative expert of the Wing Chun in

Foshan. Among the students of this master were Ng Jung So and Yip Man.Thus, the direction

of Foshan Wing Chun Kung Fu started its beginning from Leung Jan and his students. This

direction is represented by such schools:- The School of Yip Man- The School of Yu Choi (Yu

Choi initially trained with Yuen Chai Wan, then with Ng Jung So)- The School of Pan Nam ( this

school was powerfully influenced by the Hungar Kung Fu style)- The School Gulao (this school

was founded by Leung Zan, when he returned to his native village Gulao).The second and the

third large directions of the Wing Chun come from the Cantonese opera actors Dai Famin and

Lo Wanguan, who trained Feng Shaoching and Ho Baoquan. Feng and Ho trained two

brothers Yuen Kay San and Yuen Chai Wan.Yuen Kay San, founded a large school in Canton

together with his students.Yuen Chai Wan moved to Vietnam and founded the Vietnamese

Wing Chun direction. And he called himself the name Nguyen Te Cong.Yuen Chai Wan was

born in 1877 in Canton and started training Wing Chun Kung Fu with his brother from his

childhood with the master Fan Shaching and the master Ho Baoquan.Many Wing Chun

researchers believe that Ho Baoquan had a great influence on the technique of Yuen Chai

Wan. His style was very soft and was called “snakes form Wing Chun”. The style consisted of

such technical sections:- Siu Nim Tao - the form of the initial idea;- Chisao - sticky handsMuk

Yan Jong Fa - training on the wooden dummy;- a long pole technique;- a butterfly - swords

technique;- Qi gong - the art of the internal energy Qi control.Master Yuen Chai Wan had three

very capable students in China. One of them Yu Choi, who also studied with Ng Jung So, and

after that he founded his own school. In 1930 Yuen Chai Wan moved to Vietnam and there he

took the name Nguen Te Cong after a famous Buddist saint.He opened a martial arts school in

Hanoi, and began training Wing Chun (Vinhxuan in Vietnamese language) to all willing people.

The technique of the style has changed a little bit. The animal styles had been added and

Chisao exercises changed a little.Te Cong participated in the resistance movement and



became a general during the Second World War (1939 - 1945).In 1954, he and his family

moved to South Vietnam, where he lived until his death in 1961.Nguyen Te Cong had trained

many talented students who extended Wing Chun worldwide : Ngo Si Quy (1922-1997), Chan

Wan Fung (Tran Van Phong) (1900-1987), Chan Tuc Tien (Tran Thuc Tien) (1911-1980), Ho

Hai Long (1917-1988), Li Ba Fa.Nguyen Te Cong trained his students in individual and different

ways. So today the schools of Vietnamese Wing Chun differ from each other a little bit.The

fourth largest branch of Wing Chun Kuen is an interesting version of this type of martial arts,

leading its tradition from the famous Chan Wah-Shun and his son Chan Yiu Min. Its main

feature is the harmonious combination of methods of traditional Wing Chun Kuen with a tight

and powerful technique of the Southern Shaolin Wushu. In this style, in addition to the well-

known forms such as Siu Nim Tao, Chum Kiu, Biu Jee, there are many new less-known forms

such as: Four Gates - Siu Men, Subdue the tiger - Fufu, Hung Sa Shou and others.There are

also many less well-known directions of the Wing Chun Kuen style such as: Fujian Weng Chun

Kuen («Fist of the eternal spring of Fujian province), Futsao Wing Chun Kuen (Fist of praise of

spring of Buddha’s arms), Nanyang Wing Chun Kuen (Fist of praise of spring of Southeast

Asia), etc.Currently there are many organizations involved in the proliferation of the style

throughout the world . Most of them were based by the students of Yip Man and the students

of his students. There are also federations involved in the popularization of other directions of

Wing Chun Kuen, such as: Association of Yuen Kay San Wing Chun Kuen, Gulao Wing Chun

Kuen, Society for the Study of Foshan Wing Chun Kuen, Association of Wing Chun Nguyen Te

Cong, Malaysian Association of martial arts of Chingwu Wing Chun etc.Despite this diversity of

Wing Chun schools, traditional and standard version of this martial art is the direction

developed and passed on to the subsequent generations by the famous master Yip Man.Yip

Man(1898-1973)Yip Man was born in 1898 in Foshan, the city famous for its martial arts. He

lived and was brought up in a wealthy family, engaged in trade. At the age of nine, the boy

began to study Wing Chun Kuen with the master Chan Wah-Shun. Chan taught his youngest

student without much enthusiasm, as Yip Man was very young and very fragile for the martial

arts. Nevertheless, thanks to his perseverance and help of “elder brothers” of Wushu, he

earned respect of his teacher, who began to teach a talented student seriously.When Yip Man

was 13 years old, the teacher Chan Wah-Shun died. Before his death, the master asked his

senior student Ng Jung-So to remain his teaching in the school and to pay special attention to

Yip Man.Having studied two years with Ng Jung-So, Yip Man moved to Hong Kong to continue

his education. There he met Leung Bik, son of Leung Jan, with whom he continued his studies.

Yip Man himself said: “... The master Chan Wah-Shun taught me the basics of Wing Chun, and

I got the difficult technique from Leung Bik ...».Back in Foshan, Yip Man continued to practice

Wing Chun Kuen with Ng Jung-So and his disciples. The study with Leung Bik raised his skills

at a very high level, making it easy to win his “brothers” in the school.During the war, Yip Man

was drafted into the army, after that he returned home and took over as captain of police

patrols. Participating in clashes with dangerous criminal elements, he further strengthened his

power and skills.In 1949, after the Chinese mainland passed to the communist power, the

master and his family moved to Hong Kong. Settling in a new place, after a long hesitation, he

accepted the invitation of his friend and master of Wushu Lee Man, to open a martial arts

school at the Union of restaurant owners of Hong Kong.Since that time, the Wing Chun Kuen

style has become increasingly popular.In May 1970, when his school stood firmly on its feet,

Yip Man decided to stop teaching and go into retirement. He transferred his duties to Leung

Ting.In 1973, the great master died.During his life, Yip Man trained a large number of students

the most famous of which are: Bruce Lee, Leung Ting, Yip Chun and William Cheung, who



continued the work of their teacher and spread Wing Chun around the world. This book is

devoted to the review of this particular technique of Wing Chun direction.Chapter 2The theory

of Wing ChunThe whole technique of Wing Chun is based on the traditional Chinese

philosophy concepts of Yin-Yang.According to the ancient Chinese philosophy, there existed

Wuji (unlimited) - boundless emptiness (Fig.1).Taiji (the Great Limit) was born from wuji (Fig. 2)

it is also called the two origins Yin and Yang. Yang – is an active origin. Yin – is a passive

origin.It is expressed in the tactics of Wing Chun in the principle of simultaneous defense and

counterattack. One hand meets the opponent’s attack and diverts it towards the side (Yin). The

second hand counter-attacks the opponent at the same time (Yang).The theory of the Central

LineThe Central Line - is a conditional line that runs along the central axis of the body. The

attackable points are situated on the central axis they are: the eyes, the throat, the solar

plexus, the bladder, the groin. The central line divides the body into two parts: the left and the

right parts (Fig. 3). Each of these sides is supposed to be Yin (taking an opponent’s attack) and

Yang (counter-attack).If you draw a conditional line across the body, you can divide it into upper

and lower sectors.There are four areas in the theory of Wing Chun these four areas are called

Four gates (Siu Men). There are upward left gates, the downward left gates, the upward right

gates and the downward right gates.There are one hand in the front and the second hand is

behind in the fighting stance. This way, there are the external upward gates and the external

downward gates from the front hand. There are the internal upward gates and internal

downward gates from the hand behind.Yin and Yang begin to move and give birth to five

elements in the Chinese philosophy (Wu xing) (Fig. 4). They are: the wood, the fire, the earth,

the metal and the water. In the technique of the Wing Chun this five elements correspond to

the five basic punches, five basic blows by an elbow and five basic blocks (protections).The

Wing Chun emblem is a flower with five petals, which represent the five primary elements (Fig.

5).Compliance with all the principles of the Wing Chun forms a perfect martial art.Chapter

3Stances and movementsThe first and very important step in the development of the basic

technique of any style of Wushu is the study of stances, positions and methods of

movements.Under the term “stance” it should be understood by position of the legs and body.

The position involves taking a certain position of the legs, body and arms.The main stances in

the Wing Chun style are Yee Gee Kim Yuen Ma - basic training stance means “to clamp the

wild animal (basic training stance, sometimes this stance is called the Frontal stance) and

Cheun Ma - Turning stance (Another name for the stance is - Pien San Ma, which means that

the side fighting stance, or simply the Side stance).Yee Gee Kim Yuen Ma Stance is very easy

to perform and does not require great physical efforts, but, nevertheless, it protects the groin,

and allows you to save a stable equilibrium, uniting the body into one (Fig. 1).This stance is the

training one and is used during the training of the forms (Tao-Lu) and some paired exercises. It

is characteristic for it a equal distribution of the body weight on both feet. The knees should be

slightly bent and directed inwards. The feet position corresponds to the shape of a triangle –

the toes are directed inside, heels apart. The distance between the centers of the feet is about

35 - 40 centimeters. The pelvis is slightly leaning forwards. The torso is straight. The head is

aligned with the torso. Arms are bent at the elbows. Hands are clenched into fists and are

located on the sides at the chest level.In order to take the Yee Gee Kim Yuen Ma stance

properly, it is necessary from the natural stance (legs straight, feet together, body straight,

hands lowered down on the sides) to clench the hands into the fists and lift them to the sides at

the chest level. Bend your knees. Next, expand the feet the toes apart about 45 degrees from

the central line of the body. Then dilute the heels apart about 45 degrees from their original

position.After you learn to take the Yee Gee Kim Yuen Ma stance, you must start the static



work in it. To do this, after the taking of the stance you need five - seven minutes to remain in it.

You can not straighten your knees, bend your back and lower the hands. The purpose of this

exercise - to strengthen the muscles of the legs and to achieve stability state (Rooting).Then

you can get back to the natural stance again. To do this, first the heels approach each other,

then the toes get together. Straighten the knees and lower the arms down.Turning the body 45

degrees to the right or to the left, shifting the center of gravity on one leg, you can take a right-

hand or left-hand Cheun Ma side stance (Fig. 2). This rotation of the body allows evading

effectively the direct attacks with a minimum expenditure of force. In addition, the turn of the

body reduces the distance to the opponent, which makes it possible to perform both defense

and counterattack.If you move your body weight on one leg and make a step along the arc with

the other foot, you will find yourself in the frontal combat Ching San Ma stance (Fig. 3). Body

weight is shifted to the backward leg. The feet are located almost parallel to each other. The

legs are slightly bent at the knees. Knees are directed inward, as if drawn to each other. The

body is turned in the direction by about 30 degrees. Hands are in the main combat position.

The body is straight. The head is slightly tilted down, eyes are directed forward.Hands combat

position in the style of Wingchun is such a position of the limbs, which allows to make equally

effective both attacks and defense, as well as easily to move from one movement to another.

Besides the position of the hands should cover the most vulnerable areas of the body. At the

right- hand stance the right hand stretches forward (Fig. 4), at the left – hand stance - the left

one (Fig. 5).Fingers of the stretched arm are directed up - forward and are oriented to the

center line of your opponent. Elbow of the arm is located at a distance of about 15 centimeters

from the body. Hand of the backward arm is opened, fingers are pointing upwards. This hand

protects your central line. This hand position is the best for defense and counterattack.Every

match is a dynamic process, followed by the movement in space of participants. This

movement is carried out through a combination of different types of steps. A properly produced

movement allows quickly and the shortest distance, depending on the task, to move closer to

the opponent or to break distance. A reliable defense and effective attack depends on it. In

addition, the movements are the basis for building of the combinatorial technique.Consider the

basic exercises of this section.Side step forwardStarting position is the right-hand fighting

Ching San Ma stance (Fig. 6). Make a sliding step forward with the right foot, lowering the foot

from heel to toe (Fig. 7). As soon as the right foot touches the surface of the ground, make a

step with the left foot (Fig. 8).Side step backDuring the side step back from the right-hand

Ching San Ma stance (Fig. 9), the first step back is made by the backward left leg (Fig. 10).

Then pull back the right leg (Fig. 11).Full stepStarting position is the left-hand Ching San Ma

stance (Fig. 12). Make a small step with the left leg forward and to the left (Fig. 13). With the

right foot make a big step forward to the right (Fig.14). With the left foot make a step forward

(Fig. 15).The rotation in the frontal stanceStarting position is the frontal Yee Gee Kim Yuen Ma

stance (Fig.16). Move most of the body weight on the left leg and turn about 45 degrees to the

right (Fig. 17). Change the stance on the opposite (Fig. 18).This exercise is very important in

the system of Wing Chun, so such a rotation should be repeated many times at each

training.Change of the stancesStarting position is the right-hand Ching San Ma stance (Fig.

19). With the right foot step back and take the Yee Gee Kim Yuen Ma stance (Fig. 20). Bring

along the arc the left leg forward, change the position of the hands and take a left-hand Ching

San Ma stance (Fig. 21).This exercise should also be repeated many times.Movement to the

leftStarting position is the right - hand Ching San Ma stance (Fig. 22). With the left foot make a

step to the left (Fig. 23). After that, pull the right foot to the right and take the right-hand Ching

San Ma stance (Fig. 24).Movement to the rightStarting position is the right-hand Ching San Ma



(Fig. 25). With the right foot make a step to the right (Fig. 26). After that, pull the left foot to the

left and take the right-hand Ching San Ma stance (Fig.27).Chapter 4Strikes techniqueAs in

most styles of Chinese Wushu, the basic techniques of Wing Chun Kuen are a variety of

strikes made with different parts of the body of the fighter. This is the more important as the

basic concept of the style is a fast, lightning, and devastating attack.The strike is the foundation

on which almost any attack is built. Without a well-trained, strong and precise strike it is almost

impossible to win the fighting. Therefore, a lot of attention should be given to the training of

strikes.PunchesWork of the hands is the “hallmark” of Wing Chun Kuen. The density of the

strikes in the fight reaches such a level that it is often impossible to capture them visually, and

the strength of one of them is enough to knock down a person of an average build. Besides

this, attacking movements are often used in the protection too in the style. For example, a

straight vertical fist punch, made at a certain angle, can play a role of a divertive block and

counterattack simultaneously.
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Clif, “The Great Book simplicity Naturalness of the Martial System.. This is a book I have been
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this book expands the mind for Wing Chun and any martial art for that matter. It allows the

brain to think and process freely. Highly recommend this read and ready to start the art of Wing

Chun.”

Sharon M. Hayball, “Great Foundation. This book provides a very solid foundation for Wing

Chun techniques as well as practical tools and drills for basic progression. The illustrations are

easy to grasp, and the beginning of each chapter provides a good summary of the why of each

technique or form.”

BrianW, “Martial art reading. Easy self taught Wing Chun techniques. Would be better with a

sparring partner but you’ll get the idea of self defense.”
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this book. I ordered the paperback as well as the kindle. Simple drawings demonstrate most of

the Wing Chun system with simple to understand explanations. Every Wing Chun enthusiast

should have this volume in their library. Great reference book.”

David J. Kiss, “Good product. It is as expected and as advertised”

steven laudat, “Required for self training from home, useful. Required for self training from

home, useful. For self teaching in isolation..”

trevor howells, “Great book. Fantastic read. One of the best I’ve seen”

Jobe, “good book, in good condition. worthwhile book. Diagrams are actually very good. Some

of the English is a bit off from translation, but the information is sufficient to get the details of

what to do. Very useful reference to Wing Chun techniques”

Daniel Horvath, “.. Best book for wing chun practicing”

Josh, “Good. Good book good pics to get you started and learn heaps but need a good teacher

for tweaks”
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